
Conflict can be resolved by several techniques 

concern to the issues had been facing in current 

circumstances. As the most probable way, to erase 

the content which attains the power of conflict, also 

one can avoid it by not considering it important for 

the nation and also worldwide. Means if you can’t 

be the cause of development and progressive work 

towards the nation, you don’t have to be part of 

humiliating the society, nation and all the 

worldwide, practicing the group which involves 

conflict causing and to sustain it in a nation. As in 

our country past issues are the root source of 

border disturbance which crushing not only the 

financial position of the country but also the 

precious life and family, they have equal rights to 

make a life without being the part of human 

created hell which involves brutal weapons, bombs 

and atomic bomb. War can be the efficient way to 

cut the past roots, which now progressing in the 

form of terror, weapon competition and the power 

to how much nuclear power one have, will be in 



future or day by day. Shamefully no one is making 

the way towards the conflict erasing and peace. 

In my opinion the 1st thing is to understand the 

conflict raising reason and then concerning the 

circumstances beyond the conflict with the 

opposition to know their stance. Brainstorm 

possible way of resolution; choose the resolution 

which perfectly fits with the situation or one can 

use the third party as a mediator as the Pakistan 

nowadays offers the role of mediator between 

America and Iran. America also offering both 

Pakistan and India for supporting the talks between 

two neighbor countries. Don’t be stitch with one 

decision thinks about alternative, Plan B and Plan C 

because you have to expect good but be prepared 

for worst because the peace seeker thinks in four 

dimension. Handle the stressful and pressurized 

situation in a tricky and gentle way without being 

known to anyone. Don’t stick to one resolution but 

stick to one conflict to handle it in a better way. 



As an individual the role of any leader in past and in 

future, was not that much effective as when leader 

got the crowd, then after that leaders takes part in 

international cooperation. Having the position that I 

have, we can try hard to vanish all the 

circumstances causing conflict on our society level. 

For example in my daily routine life I have strong 

interaction with my family, friends and society that 

interaction should be polite and nonviolent. Should 

be cooperative in my society with the people nears 

to me, to be beneficial for them in hard times. I will 

demoralize the social division causes and will not 

sustain the job that involves social division, as social 

division is root cause of violence. Anger, frustration, 

jealousy and all other inner disturbance cause the 

psychological division which leads to conflict and 

that kind social violence is inevitable. As the 

individual violence make the worldwide conflict that 

sustain through the world. Once every individual 

own psychological conflict with stand the resolution 

will just be a lame dream. So from above paragraph 



we can conclude that the conflict origin is person 

inner behavior which can be controlled by patience 

and tolerance towards the acts which leads to hate 

the society, social division and conflict. 

Psychological conflict cannot be solved by partial 

inherently method. Peace is just a feeling which 

present inside the human itself, people striving for 

peace has to focus inside themselves. Me as a 

leader first of all will look into myself that’s i am 

polite, cooperative and tolerate towards the hurting 

behavior of other, one must also have to ignore that 

kind of behavior to sustain social peace and remove 

the conflict not only in society but also nation and 

worldwide. If every single individual seeks toward 

peaceful word they have to work with his/her 

behavior. 


